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Committee on Appropriations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

On October 16, 1986, you requested that we examine several issues per- 
taining to the maintenance needs of the National Park Service (NPS), an 
agency of the Department of the Interior. Subsequently, we agreed with 
your office to focus our work on (1) the adequacy of funding for NPS 

maintenance activities, the extent to which maintenance in the park sys- 
tem is being deferred, and the effect, if any, of such deferrals; (2) the 
effect that the current level of funding is having on maintenance staff- 
ing; (3) the condition of and funding adequacy for the park road system; 
and (4) the effectiveness of the servicewide Maintenance Management 
System in improving the parks’ ability to identify, report, and address 
maintenance needs. This briefing report contains the results of our 
work, which we presented to your office in an earlier briefing. 

In summary: 

l Most park unit managers responding to our questionnaire have had to 
defer, at least, some needed maintenance-a situation attributable 
largely to shortfalls in funding for KE maintenance activities. The 
impact of maintenance deferrals has been the deterioration of park 
assets. 

l Most park unit managers indicated that they have experienced inade- 
quate maintenance staffing at the current level of funding. 

l The Federal Highway Administration rated half of KP$ roads in poor 
condition. According to most of the park unit managers responding to 
the questionnaire, the current funding level is not adequate to prevent 
road conditions from declining further. 

l NPS has now begun to install the servicewide Maintenance Management i 
System at each of the park units; however, it is too early to tell how 
much of an impact the system will have in improving the parks’ ability 
to identify, report, and address maintenance needs. 

Of the 267 park unit managers responding to our questionnaire, about 
75 percent reported that they are deferring maintenance because of 
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funding shortfalls. They reported that these shortfalls total $1.9 billion. 
While nearly all the managers reporting shortfalls had, on average, a 
similar percentage deficiency between what was needed and what was 
funded, most of the shortfall-about $1.4 billion, or 74 percent of the 
total-was reported by 20 park unit managers. The result of mainte- 
nance deferrals, as reported by the park unit respondents, is asset dete- 
rioration. Section 3 provides additional information on the adequacy of 
funding for maintenance activities, the extent to which maintenance in 
the pu’ps is being deferred, and the effect of the deferrals. 

Most of the park unit managers responding to our questionnaire indi- 
cated that funding shortfalls have also resulted in inadequate mainte- 
nance staff levels. Specifically, 81 percent reported that staff levels 
were not adequate in fiscal year 1987--an average of 35 percent below 
that believed necessary by park managers to perform all necessary 
maintenance functions. As in the case of funding shortfalls, they 
reported that the result of inadequate staffing is maintenance deferral 
and asset deterioration. Section 4 contains additional information on 
how the current level of funding is affecting maintenance staffing in 
NPS. 

The managers’ responses, as well as our site visits and information 
obtained from the Federal Highway Administration, also suggest that 
(1) the current overall condition of park roads is poor and (2) funding 
for road maintenance is not adequate for NPS to keep park road condi- 
tions from declining further. Specifically, the Federal Highway Adminis- 
tration currently estimates that half of the park roads are in poor 
condition. They also estimate that additional road deterioration can be 
expected at the current funding level. Bridges and tunnels, on the other 
hand, show a marked improvement in condition since 1981. The result 
of funding shortfalls for road maintenance has been maintenance defer- 
ral and asset deterioration, some of which is health and safety related. 
Additional information on the condition of the NPS road system is con- 
tained in section 5. 

In July 1986, NPS began developing the Maintenance Management Sys- 
tem to provide a systematic, servicewide approach for planning, , 

organizing, directing, and reviewing its maintenance activities. However, 
at the present time, it is too early to tell how much the system will 
improve the parks’ ability to address maintenance needs. Installation of 
the system just began in summer 1987, and full implementation is not 
planned until late 1989. On the basis of our review of the system design 
and discussions with NPS officials, the system should have the essential 
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elements necessary to help parks better document maintenance needs 
and manage maintenance activities. Further, while park managers cur- 
rently assign priorities to maintenance activities to ensure that essential 
work is accomplished, the Maintenance Management System should pro- 
vide a better tool for making such decisions. Additional information on 
the system is discussed in section 6. 

GAO Observations The funding shortfalls that park unit managers reported in our ques- 
tionnaire have resulted in maintenance deferrals-as our site visits to 
selected park units confirmed. As a consequence, some park assets have 
deteriorated and the backlog of deferred maintenance projects has 
grown. Moreover, according to some park unit managers, the deteriora- 
tion of some assets is so advanced that, if not repaired or maintained 
soon, they may be lost permanently. 

We. nize that no simple solution exists for ensuring adequate main- 
tenan _ ._ lnding. Increased funding, for example, may not be feasible 
given *‘,. urrent budget constraints being faced governmentwide. Simi- 
larly, ,L.Lcrnative sources of funding, such as donations and the use of 
volunteer forces, may be practical solutions in some parks, but not all. 

The Maintenance Management System should also provide a partial 
solution, by enabling park unit managers to more effectively manage 
maintenance servicewide. More importantly, it should provide managers 
with a better tool to use in assigning current NPS priorities to mainte- 
nance activities. The use of this tool becomes particularly crucial in 
times of budgetary constraints, when managers need to maximize the 
effective use of available resources. 

The extent to which the Maintenance Management System will mitigate 
the effects of funding shortfalls through increased efficiency and effec- 
tiveness will not be known until the system is fully implemented. How- 
ever, because the reported need is so much greater than available 
funding-a difference of $1.9 billion in fiscal year 1987-it is doubtful 
that the Maintenance Management System, alone, will be able to solve 
the funding shortfall problem. 

Difficult as these problems may be, until a solution is reached ser- 
vicewide, the backlog of deferred maintenance projects will more than 
likely continue to grow and assets will continue to deteriorate. Our 
observations are presented in greater detail in section 7. 
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Scope and 
Methodology 

To complete our work, we sent questionnaires to all 337 park unit mana- 
gers listed in NPS’ 1985 Park Index, asking them to report on the ade- 
quacy of funding for park maintenance and the extent and impact of 
any funding shortfalls. We also interviewed NPS officials responsible for 
servicewide maintenance activities and visited 12 park units to observe 
park maintenance activities. In addition, we contacted Federal Highway 
Administration officials to discuss their assessments of park road condi- 
tions and interviewed officials from three public park systems utilizing 
maintenance management systems similar to NPS’ planned system in 
order to determine the extent of benefits achieved. Additional informa- 
tion on the scope and methodology of our work is discussed in section 1. 

Agency Comments We obtained comments on a draft of this report from NPS. NPS agreed 
with our findings and observations. (See app. 11.) 

We are providing copies of the report to the Secretary of the Interior; 
the Director, National Park Service; the Director, Office of Management 
and Budget; and other interested parties. Copies will be made available 
to others upon request. 

Related GAO reports are listed in appendix III, and major contributors to 
this report are listed in appendix IV. If you have any questions, please 
call me at (202) 275-7756. 

Sincerely yours, 

James Duffus III 
Associate Director 
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Section 1 

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

l Our objectives in this review were to 

. determine the adequacy of funding for NPS maintenance and the extent 
and effect of maintenance deferrals, 

l determine the impact of current funding levels on maintenance 
staffing, 

. assess NPS’ road conditions and the adequacy of road maintenance 
funding, and 

l determine the new Maintenance Management System’s ability to better 
address maintenance problems. 

l To accomplish these objectives, we 

. sent a questionnaire to all 337 park units identified in NPS’ Park Index, 
l interviewed NPS officials and visited 12 park units, 
l analyzed the Federal Highway Administration road condition studies, 

and 
. interviewed officials from other park systems with maintenance pro- 

grams similar to NPS’ Maintenance Management System. 
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Section 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Objectives The Department of Interior’s NPS operates and maintains an extensive 
inventory of buildings and other facilities. NPS estimates that the total 
asset value of the inventory exceeds $50 billion and includes 7,975 miles 
of roads, 1,367 bridges, 1,300 water systems, 125 sewage treatment 
plants, and over 16,000 buildings totaling 25 million square feet. 

NPS has developed conflicting information as to the level of funding 
needed to maintain park assets. In fiscal year 1985, NFS concluded a 4- 
year $1.1 billion Park Restoration and Improvement Program (PRIP) 
designed to rehabilitate aging park facilities and upgrade maintenance 
and resource preservation programs. During this period of accelerated 
funding, NPS emphasized funding for known health and safety-related 
deficiencies in the parks. During the fiscal year 1986 budget justifica- 
tion, NPS reported that the backlog of critical health and safety work had 
been substantially reduced. As a result, NPS proposed a $2 l-million cut 
in the fiscal year 1986 park management maintenance budget. During 
that time, an NPS task force found that to adequately fund the agency’s 
park management maintenance needs, an increase of approximately 
$64.2 million over the fiscal year 1985 funding level would be required. 
The amount finally appropriated for park management maintenance in 
fiscal year 1986-$229 million-represented a decrease of $7 million 
from the 1985 fiscal year funding level of $236 million. 

On October 16,1986, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Interior and 
Related Agencies, House Committee on Appropriations, asked us to 
address the issue of maintenance funding. The Chairman expressed con- 
cern that NPS still does not have funds sufficient to maintain properly its 
facilities and that this will once again lead to a decline in the condition 
of park assets. 

As agreed with the Chairman’s office, the objectives of our review were 
to 

l determine to what extent maintenance in the NPS is being deferred, and 
what effect, if any, the deferral is having; 

. determine how the current level of funding is affecting maintenance 
staffing in the national park system; 

l assess the current condition of roads in the national park system and 
determine whether maintenance of these roads is adequately funded; 
and 

l determine whether NPS’ new Maintenance Management System will 
improve the parks’ ability to identify, report, and address maintenance 
needs. 
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Section 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Scope and 
Methodology 

To address the objectives of our review, we developed a questionnaire 
that allowed us to obtain current information about maintenance condi- 
tions at all national park units. The questionnaire requested such infor- 
mation as (1) the level of identified need and funding received for fiscal 
year 1987 park maintenance and repair work; (2) the extent and prior- 
ity of work deferred because of shortfalls in maintenance funding; and 
(3) the impact, if any, deferred maintenance has had on park services or 
facilities. For road systems, the questionnaire asked for information on 
fiscal year 1987 park road conditions, fiscal year 1987 funding for road 
maintenance, and trends in road conditions since fiscal year 1982. The 
questionnaire also asked for information about maintenance staffing 
patterns from fiscal year 1982 through fiscal year 1987 and the ade- 
quacy of current staffing levels to properly perform needed mainte- 
nance. (See app. I.) 

We pretested the questionnaire at 10 different parks in 3 regions and 
reviewed it with staff in NPS’ Engineering and Safety Services Division, 
the division responsible for maintenance policy and guidance within NPS. 
After modifying the questionnaire to reflect suggested changes and rec- 
ommendations obtained during the pretest, we distributed it to park 
superintendents of all 337 park units identified in NPS’ 1985 Park Index. 
These units include national parks, recreation areas, parkways, and 
other areas under NPS’ jurisdiction. 

We received 267 responses to our questionnaire from park managers. 
Some of the responses include consolidated data for several park units 
because park managers have maintenance responsibility for more than 
one park unit. In total, 315 park units, or 94 percent of the total number 
of parks, are represented in the responses received (table 1.1). The data 
in the report are presented in terms of the number of park managers 
who responded to our survey. 
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Section 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Table 1.1: Summary of Questionnaire 
Responses by Region 

Region 
Alaska 
Mid-Atlantic 

Number of 
Number of 

Number of Percentage 
questionnaire park units of units 

park units responses represented responding 
23 11 15 65 
29 24 29 100 

Midwest 31 27 29 94 
North Atlantic 35 25 33 94 
National Capital 28 13 22 79 
Pacific Northwest 15 13 15 100 
Rocky Mountain 41 37 40 98 
Southeastern 55 47 52 95 
Southwestern 36 31 35 97 
Western 44 39 45 100 
Total 337 267 315 94 

To supplement the questionnaire, we made site visits to 12 parks in 4 
regions, as shown in table 1.2. These parks were selected because of 
their location and because they provide a good mix of park types and 
sizes. During the site visits, we interviewed the park superintendents, 
chiefs of maintenance, budget officers, and other park officials to verify 
responses to the questionnaire. In addition, we observed park mainte- 
nance activities and facilities to document maintenance conditions 
reported. We also reviewed NFS road condition assessments made by the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and discussed these assess- 
ments with FHWA officials. 

Table 1.2: Summary of Sites Visited by 
Park Unit, NPS Region, and Type of Unit Park Unit NPS Region Type of Unit 

Cape Cod North Atlantic Seashore 
Gateway North Atlantic Recreation Area 
Lowell North Atlantic Historic Park 
Salem Maritime North Atlantic Historic Site 
Everglades Southwestern National Park 
Eugene O’Nerll House Western Historic Site 
Golden Gate Western Recreation Area 
John Muir House Western Historic Site 
Muir Woods Western National Monument 
Point Reyes Western Seashore 
Yosemrte Western National Park 
Yellowstone Rocky Mountain National Park 
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Section 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

To consider whether NPS' new Maintenance Management System will 
improve the parks’ ability to identify, report, and address maintenance 
needs, we interviewed NPS officials responsible for the development and 
implementation of the system. In addition, we visited two parks where 
the system is currently being installed-Everglades and Yosemite-and 
discussed the system with the park superintendents and maintenance 
staff. 

We also interviewed several users of similar maintenance management 
systems to obtain their opinions of benefits and improvements provided 
by the system. These users-Parks Canada, Tampa Bay Parks Depart- 
ment, and the Seattle Parks Department-were selected because they 
had been included as examples of park organizations benefiting from 
maintenance management systems in our 1984 report National Park Ser- 
vice Needs a Maintenance Management System (GAO/RCED-84107, June 1, 
1984). 

Our work was performed between January 1987 and September 1987 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 
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Section 2 
Park Maintenance and Funding 

turn establishes regional priority lists.’ The regions then select projects 
to fund from the list. In fiscal year 1987, authorized funding available 
for cyclic and repair and rehabilitation maintenance totaled $49 million. 

Funding for capital improvements maintenance is allocated on a ser- 
vicewide basis. Parks submit requests for capital improvements funding 
to regions, which develop regional priority lists and submit them to 
headquarters. Headquarters establishes a servicewide priority list and 
selects projects for funding. Capital improvements funding available in 
fiscal year 1987 totaled about $259 million. 

‘M’S’ Servicewide Development Objectives guide which maintenance activities receive priority. A 
high priority, for example, is placed on health and safety projects (primarily utilities). Of lesser 
importance is the rehabilitation of a deteriorated facility that does not pose an immediate health and 
safety threat. 
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F’unding Shortfalls Are Resulting in 
Maintenance Deferrals and Asset Deterioration 

l For fiscal year 1987, a $1.9-billion shortfall was reported: 

. Capital improvements projects account for 94 percent of the shortfall. 

. Twenty park units account for 74 percent of the shortfall. 
l Twenty-four managers reported adequate funding. 

l Seventy-five percent of managers reported varying levels of mainte- 
nance deferrals and 70 percent reported asset deterioration: 

l Roads, trails, and buildings were affected more than other types of 
park assets. 

l Some deferred maintenance is health and safety related. 
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Section 3 
Funding Shortfalls Are Resulting in 
Maintenance Deferrals and 
Asset Deterioration 

Park Unit Managers 
Report Shortfalls in 
Funding for 
Maintenance 

The 267 park unit managers who responded to our questionnaire 
reported total fiscal year 1987 needs of $2.2 billion and funding of $308 
million, resulting in a shortfall of $1.9 billion. 

The reported shortfall was greatest for capital improvements projects 
(see table 3.1). Specifically, for capital improvements, park managers 
reported total needs of $1.7 billion and fiscal year 1987 funding of $93 
million-a 94-percent shortfall. Approximately 56 percent ($922 mil- 
lion) of the capital improvements shortfall was reported for road repair 
projects. The remaining 44 percent ($676 million) was for general park 
facilities construction projects. In addition, park managers reported a 
$164-million cyclic need of which $39 million was funded in fiscal year 
1987. The $125-million cyclic shortfall represents 76 percent of the 
reported need. 

Of the three funding sources we reviewed, base operational funding 
came closest to meeting identified needs. Park managers reported $214 
million in base needs and $162 million in fiscal year 1987 funding, leav- 
ing a shortfall of $52 million, or about 24 percent of identified needs. 

In addition to the three maintenance categories we identified, some park 
unit managers voluntarily reported other maintenance needs totaling 
$152 million. Reported fiscal year 1987 funding of $14 million to sup- 
port these needs left a shortfall of $138 million. This shortfall repre- 
sents a myriad of needs including employee housing, equipment 
replacement, and historic restoration. 

Table 3.1: Most of the Maintenance 
Funding Shortfalls Reported for Fiscal 
Year 1987 Are for Capital Improvement 
Projects 

Types of park maintenance 
Base ooeratlonal maintenance 

Amount 
needed 

$214 million 
Amount funded 

$162 million 
Cyclic maintenance 164 million 39 million 
Capital improvements 1 .7 blllion 93 million 
Other (miscellaneous) 152 million 14 million 

Maintenance Shortfall Even though, in total, park managers reported a maintenance funding ‘- 
Concentrated in 20 Parks shortfall of $1.9 billion, most of this shortfall-$1.4 billion, or 74 per- 

cent-was reported by 20 of the 267 park unit managers responding to 
our questionnaire (see table 3.2). The parks represented by these mana- 
gers, in general, have extensive infrastructures-including roads, utility 
systems, recreational facilities, housing, and other structures-and high 
visitor use. For example, Yellowstone National Park, which reported a 
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Section 3 
Funding Shortfalls Are Resulting in 
Maintenance Deferrals and 
Asset Deterioration 

$361-million shortfall, covers over 2.2 million acres of primarily wilder- 
ness terrain in northwest Wyoming and serves 2.2 million visitors per 
year. According to the Chief of Maintenance, it is similar in size to a 
large city, with responsibility for maintaining 423 miles of roads and 
1,500 building structures including many historical landmarks. In addi- 
tion, the park must operate and maintain water systems and sewage 
treatment plants, hundreds of campsites, and over 400 housing units to 
accommodate park visitors and employees. 

Similarly, Gateway National Recreation Area, which reported a $44-mil- 
lion shortfall, encompasses 26,311 acres in the metropolitan area of New 
York Harbor and New Jersey. Gateway contains miles of walking and 
bike trails, extensive public beaches, and serves 8.8 million visitors per 
year. Where a remote park might have tasks such as operating and 
maintaining sewage treatment plants, urban parks such as Gateway, 
according to park officials, have different maintenance and operations 
problems such as vandalism, litter pickup, and trash removal. Trash 
removal alone costs the park over $1 million annually. 

The Blue Ridge Parkway, in contrast, is composed primarily of 526 miles 
of road with few associated buildings or structures. Most of the reported 
$36-million shortfall for this park unit is in capital improvements for 
road work. 
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Section 2 

Park Maintenance and Funding 

l Park maintenance is an inclusive term for activities to operate, keep up, 
preserve, and repair park facilities. 

l Funding for maintenance comes from three sources: 

l park, 
l region, and 
l headquarters. 
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Section 2 
Park Malntmance and Funding 

Definition of Park 
Maintenance 

Park maintenance is an inclusive term for activities to operate, keep up, 
preserve, and repair park facilities. These activities range from day-to- 
day trash collection and periodic road resealing to major rehabilitation 
of historic structures. For our review, we divided park maintenance into 
three types, as follows: 

Base Operational 
Maintenance 

Base operational maintenance activities are performed on an annual, 
recurring basis and are intended to meet routine, daily park needs. Typi- 
cal work performed under base maintenance includes janitorial and cus- 
todial services, snow removal, operation or purchase of utilities (water, 
sewer, or electricity), groundskeeping, air filter changing, faucet washer 
replacement, and other minor repairs. 

Cyclic Maintenance Cyclic maintenance activities recur on a periodic cycle of greater than 1 
year. Typical projects include reroofing or repainting buildings, over- 
hauling engines, and refinishing hardwood floors. For our review, we 
also included in this category repair and rehabilitation projects designed 
to restore or extend the life of an asset. Examples include replacing 
sewer lines, repairing building foundations, and rehabilitating camp- 
grounds and trails. 

Capital Improvements This maintenance category includes the reconstruction or replacement 
of park facilities, the preservation of historic and cultural resources, 
and the repair and reconstruction of park roads. In general, projects fit- 
ting this category are major projects that require more than 1 year to 
complete. 

How Maintenance Is 
F’unded 

Overall, NPS programs, budgets, and controls funds at three levels-the 
park or field unit, regional office, and servicewide (headquarters) level. 
Base operational maintenance activities are funded and controlled at the 
park level. Specifically, each park unit receives a base budget that is 
used to fund all park functions, including maintenance. Park superin- f 
tendents have considerable latitude in deciding how base funds will be 
used. In fiscal year 1987, about $191 million was enacted for park base 
operational maintenance. 

For cyclic maintenance, each region receives a budget allotment to dis- 
tribute among its park units. The units compete for regional funding by 
submitting a list of priority projects to their regional office, which in 
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Section 3 
Funding Shortfalls Are Resulting in 
Maintenance Deferrals and 
Asset Deterioration 

Table 3.2: Nearly Three Quarters of 
Maintenance Funding Shortfall Reported (Dollars in millions) 
by 20 Park Managers’ Reported 

Park or recreation area Region shortfall 
Yellowstone Rockv Mountain $361.1 
Greenbelt National Capital 119.2 
Glacier Rocky Mountain 83.0 
Grand Teton Rocky Mountain 80.4 
Yosemite Western 76.0 
Delaware Water Gap Mid-Atlantic 75.9 
National Capital-Central National Capital 75.3 
Maritime Museum Western 62.6 
Golden Gate Western 60.2 
Shenandoah Mid-Atlantic 59.4 
Lake Mead Western 50.8 
Gatewav North Atlantic 44.0 
Kinas Canyon Western 35.7 
Blue Ridge Parkway Southeastern 35.7 
Big Bend 
Grand Canvon 

Southwestern 
Western 

31.5 
30.9 

Mesa Verde Rocky Mountain 30.5 
National Capital-East National Capital 30.0 
Olympic Pacific Northwest 29.1 
Mount Rarnier Pacific Northwest 28.1 
Total $1,399.4 

aThe Mantime Museum is part of the Golden Gate Natronal Recreatron Area and not identified by the 
Natronal Park Service as a separate park unrt. However, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
officials responding to our questionnaire reported the museum as a separate unit because of the magni- 
tude of maintenance needs identified for the museum. 

While these 20 park unit managers account for the majority of the 
shortfall reported, the percentage difference between what they said 
they need and what they received is very similar to the percentage 
reported by the other park managers. Both the managers of the 20 large 
parks and the other park managers reported, on average, a shortfall of 
about 25 percent in operational maintenance, 77 percent in cyclic main- 
tenance, and 94 percent in capital improvements. 

r 
Not all park unit managers reported shortfalls in maintenance funding. 
Some believed that funding was adequate to address identified mainte- 
nance needs. Specifically, 63 park unit managers reported that their fis- 
cal year 1987 base level funding fully met their identified need. 
Similarly, 59 park units reported sufficient cyclic funding for fiscal year 
1987. For the same year, 96 unit managers reported that they either had 
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no capital improvement needs or that funding fully met their needs. On 
the other hand, only 24 park unit managers responding reported they 
did not have a shortfall in any category. 

Funding Shortfalls Are Most of the park unit managers responding to the questionnaire 

Resulting in 
reported having to defer maintenance work on the basis of current fund- 
ing levels. Specifically, for fiscal year 1987, about 20 percent of the park 

Maintenance Deferrals managers who responded reported having to defer between 41 and 100 

and Asset percent of needed maintenance, and 18 percent reported having to defer 

Deterioration 
between 21 and 40 percent of needed maintenance (see fig. 3.1). Thirty- 
seven percent reported only minor deferrals, while 25 percent reported 
no deferrals. 

Figure 3.1: Seventy-Five Percent of Park 
Unit Managers Reported Varying Levels 
of Maintenance Deferrals Due to Funding 
Shortfalls 

All Needed Maintenance Done 

41-l 00% of Maintenance Deferred 

21-40% of Needed Maintenance 
Deferred 

l-20% of Needed Maintenance Deferred 

The greatest impact of these deferrals, as reported by the park unit 
managers, is asset deterioration. Twelve percent reported that unmet 
maintenance needs in fiscal years 1986 and 1987 had resulted in a gre& 
or very great increase in asset deterioration while 58 percent reported a 
moderate increase in asset deterioration (see fig. 3.2). In contrast, 30 
percent reported little or no increase in deterioration. 
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Figure 3.2: Seventy Percent of Park Unit 
Managers Reported, at Least, Moderate 
hlCreaSe$ in Asset Deterioration Due to 
Funding Shortfalls 

Little or No Increase in Deterioration 

Great or Very Great Increase in 
Deterioration 

- Moderate Increase in Deterioration 

Not all assets have been affected equally. The assets that have been 
most affected by the maintenance deferrals are roads, trails, and build- 
ings. According to the Deputy Superintendent at Gateway National Rec- 
reation Area, maintenance funding decreases have forced park 
management to change maintenance priorities and make trade-offs on 
what is maintained. For example, he said that Gateway management 
made a conscious decision in fiscal year 1986 to emphasize maintaining 
safe and clean recreation facilities at the expense of trying to stabilize 
seriously deteriorated buildings. This decision was made after park 
managers realized that funding was simply not adequate to repair and 
maintain all park assets and maintain heavily used visitor facilities at a 
safe and clean level. According to the Deputy, since 1982,91 tort claims 
have been filed by injured park visitors with settlements and judgments 
totaling over $1.3 million. 

He was not alone in his views. Another park manager said that in mak- 
ing maintenance decisions, he decides which assets will have the least 
effect on the visitor if not maintained. Outback trails, for example, are 
not maintained as well or as often as other trails because fewer people 1 
use them. He acknowledged that all maintenance should be done but 
said that the current levels of funding are not sufficient to do so. 
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Several other park managers reported that because of funding 
shortfalls, their current maintenance management programs were “cri- 
sis” oriented. To illustrate, one park manager described his situation as 
follows: 

“The ‘fat’ in the maintenance division . . has been ‘trimmed away’ long before now. 
Inadequate funds for personnel and supplies has resulted in decreased routine and 
preventative maintenance to facihties. Rapid deterioration and increased cyclic 
maintenance frequency has resulted. . These factors along with others create a 
‘brush-fire’ maintenance division. Routine maintenance, which can’t be performed, 
results in ‘emergency’ repairs. At best, the manager and maintenance worker are 
forced to ‘patch-it’ temporarily. At worst, they must let it deteriorate and hope it 
will last until they either transfer or retire. If these ‘emergencies’ increase in 
number or last too long, then other maintenance workers are taken off of their 
duties. Projects are delayed, overall costs are increased, and quality of work is 
compromised.” 

The result of crisis-oriented maintenance such as this is that the parks 
react to maintenance problems rather than planning for and performing 
preventative maintenance. 

Some Deferred NPS places a high priority on health and safety maintenance projects- 

Maintenance Is Health 
maintenance projects related to health and safety take priority over 
other maintenance projects. Despite this priority, some of this mainte- 

and Safety Related name has had to be deferred, according to the park managers that we 
surveyed. Specifically, 215 reported deferring some maintenance that 
was health and safety-related, and 58 park unit managers reported that 
all deferrals represented health and safety maintenance needs. 

According to the survey respondents, trails, public buildings, roads, 
equipment, and utility systems were the assets for which health and 
safety maintenance was most commonly deferred (see table 3.3). 
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Table 3.3: Health and Safety-Related 
Maintenance Most Commonly Deferred 
Is for Trails, Public Buildings, Roads, 
Equipment, and Utility Systems 

Park asset 
Trails 
Public buildings 
Roads 

Number of units responding 
Some or all 

No deferrals for deferrals for 
health and safety health and safety 

125 142 
144 123 
146 121 

Equipment 155 112 
Utihty systems 158 109 
Hlstorlc buildings 169 98 
Park grounds 170 97 
Houslng 172 95 
AdmInistratIve buildings 181 86 
Campgrounds 208 59 

During our site visits, park managers showed us examples of some of 
these high priority deferrals. At the Everglades National Park, for 
example, park officials noted that deteriorated underground pipes are 
creating potential health threats. Recent tests of the water supply at one 
of the park’s districts identified low-level traces of a toxic substance cre- 
ated by a reaction of chlorine and solid matter. According to the Chief of 
Maintenance, park personnel and funding over the years have not been 
adequate to provide the proper level of inspection and preventative 
maintenance to detect deteriorated lines and to replace them when 
needed. As a consequence, he told us, it seems now that the whole line 
system will have to be replaced at a much greater cost. 

Deteriorated sewer lines in the same district have allowed infiltration of 
groundwater into the sewage system, resulting in the periodic overflow 
of untreated sewage, according to park documents. This is in direct vio- 
lation of state and federal health regulations and will require a major 
overhaul of the entire system, according to the Chief of Maintenance. 
Funding for repair of the system has been approved as a priority project 
for fiscal year 1988. Again, the park Chief of Maintenance stated that 
inadequate maintenance funding and staffing over the years had pre- 
vented proper inspection and preventative maintenance of system corn- 
ponents to prolong the useful life of the system. 

Another example of deferred maintenance of high priority projects is at 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, where deteriorated walkways 
pose tripping hazards to visitors and employees. Located within the San 
Francisco metropolitan area, most of these walkways are over 40 years 
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old, receive heavy year-round use, and provide the only access to popu- 
lar visitor attractions. Large sections of walkway have settled, causing 
severe cracks and distortion of the surface. The result has been numer- 
ous tripping accidents. Specifically, within the past 6 years, 29 visitor 
injuries have resulted in almost $200,000 in tort claims against the park. 
According to the park Administrative Officer, this project has been a 
park priority for 4 years. However, not enough money has been availa- 
ble to repair the walkways. 

Site Visits Document 
Asset Deterioration 

We observed asset deterioration due to deferred maintenance at each of 
the park units we visited. We found that deterioration ranged from 
minor, such as unmowed grass and peeling paint, to near total loss, such 
as structures collapsing and trails closed to hikers. Figures 3.3 through 
3.12 illustrate the types of deferred maintenance we observed. 

At Yellowstone National Park, for example, one of the older seasonal 
employee quarters and an adjacent cabin were condemned by a park 
housing committee as unfit for occupancy in spring 1987 (see fig. 3.3). 
However, because of a lack of alternate quarters, seasonal road crews 
are housed in both cabins. According to the district foreman, inadequate 
staff and funding have prevented replacing or repairing the structures, 
and bringing them up to an acceptable standard with routine mainte- 
nance is not possible. As a result, some seasonal employees are required 
to live in hazardous conditions. 

I , 
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Figure 3.3: Deterioration of Employee 
Quarters at Yellowstone National Park, 
Wyoming 

Another example of deferred maintenance is the parade ground on Alca- 
traz Island, Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The piles of rubble 
seen in figure 3.4 are the remains of employee quarters on the parade 
ground which were burned during the Native American Indian occupa- 
tion in 1969-71. According to park officials, the cost of removing the 
debris is prohibitive, so current plans call for covering the debris with 
topsoil and landscaping the area. A lack of funds, however, has pre- 
vented restoration. In the meantime, the parade ground area has been 
closed to the public because of the fear that visitors to the park will be 
injured. 
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Figure 3.4: Debris Located on the Parade 
Ground at Alcatraz Island, Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area, California 

As figure 3.5 illustrates, public restrooms in the Ocean Beach area of 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area have been severely defaced and 
many of the plumbing fixtures destroyed by vandals. According to park 
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officials, park maintenance staff lack the resources and time to keep up 
with the destruction. As a result, despite increasing beach usage, the 
general public is faced with unsafe and inadequate restroom facilities. 

Figure 3.5: Defacement of a Public 
Restroom at Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area, California 

Along the periphery of Canarsie Pier located in the Gateway National 
Recreation Area, sections of the sidewalk have uneven and pitted sur- 
faces (see fig. 3.6). This problem is caused by erosion and deterioration 
of the surrounding seawall and pier supports. Efforts to patch, fill, and 
smooth the surfaces-all expensive efforts-have proven futile. The 
erosion action is constant, creating, over time, new holes and depres- 
sions. The significance of this is that the uneven surfaces and holes pre- 
sent a hazard to park visitors. Further, as park officials pointed out, 
maintenance dollars will continue to be spent on these “futile patching 
efforts” until the money is forthcoming to alleviate the source of the 
problem-repair of the pier at an estimated cost of $1.5 million. 
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Figure 3.6: Uneven and Pitted Sidewalk 
Surface at Gateway National Recreation 
Area, New York 

The Ryan Visitor Center, located in the Gateway National Recreation 
Area, is in a greatly deteriorated condition (see fig. 3.7). This former 
airstrip control tower was planned to house both interpretive services 
for the public and office space for park employees. The center was par- 
tially restored in 1981. Today, however, because of inadequate mainte- 
nance funding, the building is literally crumbling away. Water damage, 
caused by leaks in the ceiling and around the window sills, has resulted 
in collapsed ceilings and buckled walls. Because of the extensive deterio- 
ration, the park closed the building to visitors in 1987. The greatest fear 
of park officials, however, is that this building-a building with signifi- 
cant historic value-will be lost permanently. 

I . 
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Figure 3.7: Conditions Inside the Ryan 
Visitor Center, Gateway National 
Recreation Area, New York 

Another example of deferred maintenance is at Fort Hancock, also 
located within the Gateway National Recreation Area. The building 
shown in figure 3.8, like most of the other Fort Hancock structures, is 
included on NPS’ list of historically significant structures. As shown, the 
exterior porch of the building is collapsing. According to park officials, 
the building has received virtually no maintenance since Gateway 
became part of the Park Service in 1972; other maintenance activities 
have received priority. Because of the fear that falling debris could seri- 
ously injure a visitor or employee, park officials have closed the unsafe 
areas to public access. The consequences of not performing preventative 
maintenance can be great, as a comparison of the Fort Hancock struc- 
ture in 1976 and 1987 illustrates (see figs. 3.8 and 3.9). 
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Figure 3.9: Condition of the Same 
Structure in 1976 

As figure 3.10 shows, a portion of the wall of Central Wharf, a wharf 
located within the Salem Maritime National Historic Site, has partially 
collapsed. Other sections of the wharf, although not collapsed, are dete- 
riorated. According to park officials, the wharf’s current condition is the 
culmination of 50 years of maintenance neglect. In 1983, park officials 
requested funding to institute a program of cyclic maintenance projects 
to save the wharf, as well as the other two wharfs located within the 
park. At the end of fiscal year 1987, this project had not been funded. In 
the meantime, as shown in figure 3.10, the holes created by the col- 
lapsed wall present a safety hazard to both park visitors and employees. 
More importantly, if repairs are not made to the wharf soon, park mana- 
gers maintain, this asset may be lost permanently. 
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Figure 3.10: Collapsed Wall of Central 
Wharf, Salem Maritime National Historic 
Site, Massachusetts 

Figure 3.11 shows a section of the canal flowing through Lowell 
National Historic Park. Vegetation, ranging from small weeds to large 
trees, is growing unchecked in joints between the granite blocks of the 
canal, resulting in a breakdown of the cement that holds the blocks 
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together. Portions of the canal walls have already failed. The park initi- 
ated a maintenance program to remove the vegetation in fiscal year 
1982, but funding was discontinued in fiscal year 1984. According to 
park officials, neglect will eventually result in total collapse of the canal 
walls. 
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Figure 3.11: Vegetation Growing in Joints 
of Canal Wall, Lowell National Historic 
Park, Massachusetts 

- P 

An example of one of the many pit toilets located in some campgrounds 
and picnic areas in Yosemite National Park is shown in figure 3.12. As 
their name implies, these primitive restrooms are built over holes in the 
ground. Many of the shelters are old and have deteriorated to the point 
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that they are no longer functional. In addition, some are located in high- 
use visitor areas where there is no room to dig new holes. Some pit toi- 
lets are located close to areas where leeching could create health prob- 
lems Because these structures demand a great deal of maintenance 
resources for upkeep and monitoring, park managers want to replace 
them with improved permanent facilities. However, inadequate funding 
has prevented their replacement. 
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Figure 3.12: Typical Pit Toilet Located in 
Yosemite National Park, California 

i i 
i 

4 
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l Park unit managers reported a 35percent shortfall in total maintenance 
staff for fiscal year 1987. 

l Only 19 percent reported adequate staff levels in 1987 as compared to 
40 percent in 1982. 
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Park Unit Managers 
Surveyed Reported a 

full-time equivalents, or a need of 35 percent more, in total, than their 
current fiscal year 1987 maintenance levels.’ According to many park 

Shortfall in unit managers, at no time since 1982 had the number of maintenance 

Maintenance Staffing staff been adequate to meet all routine base maintenance needs. At best 
(1982), only 40 percent of the parks reporting indicated that staffing 
met or exceeded needs.? 

Park unit managers also reported a substantial decline in the adequacy 
of maintenance staff since fiscal year 1982 (see fig. 4.1). While 38 per- 
cent of those responding reported that the size of their maintenance 
staff was adequate or above adequate in fiscal year 1982, only 19 per- 
cent reported that the size of their maintenance staff was adequate or 
above in fiscal year 1987. By contrast, the number of parks reporting 
much less than adequate staff more than doubled from 13 percent in 
fiscal year 1982 to 32 percent in fiscal year 1987. 

lFU-time equivalent employment is defied by the Office of Management and Budget as the number! 
of hours worked divided by the number of compensable hours applicable to each fiscal year. For 
example, the hours worked by two part-time employees might be equivalent to the hours worked by 
one full-time employee. 

‘In our questionnaire. we asked park unit managers to report fiscal year 1987 maintenance division 
staffii levels, needed levels, and whether funded levels have increased, decreased, or remained the 
same since fiscal year 1982. Not all 267 park unit managers fully reported the levels of maintenance 
staffing needed for fiscal year 1987, as requested. Only 181 reported complete information, and the 
information presented here is based on their responses. 
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Figure 4.1: Adequacy of Maintenance 
Staff Levels Has Declined Since Fiscal 
Year 1982 Percent of Managers Responding 

50 

0 

Adequate or Somewhat Less 
Above 

Adequacy of Staff Levels 

Fiscal Year 1982 

Fiscal Year 1987 

During visits to park units, park managers told us that maintenance 
staff shortages have been a way of life for many years. At several units 
we visited, park managers reported that two factors have contributed 
greatly to maintenance staff problems. First, routine maintenance is the 
type of maintenance that can easily be postponed or reduced with little 
visible short-term effect, according to the managers. Delaying painting, 
deferring brush clearing along roads and trails, and rescheduling road 
work are examples of project deferrals that do not cause immediate 
damage to assets or threaten visitor safety. Consequently, when funding 
shortages occur, cutting back on staff needed to do easily deferred main- 
tenance activities is often a common solution for park managers. 

Second, some of the park managers from the sites blamed maintenance 
staffing problems on added maintenance activities and responsibilities 
without the benefit of corresponding staff increases. For example, 
according to some of these park managers, new federal or state regula- 
tory requirements for detecting and monitoring hazardous materials 
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have substantially increased maintenance activities. Similarly, some 
park managers told us that more land, structures, and extended visitor 
seasons have been added to their units and that the additional mainte- 
nance activities have had to be absorbed internally. The effect of 
absorbing increased maintenance responsibilities internally is the equiv- 
alent of a staffing cut. 

Park unit managers responding to our questionnaire reported that the 
primary impact of staffing shortfalls is accelerated asset deterioration. 
They also reported that park roads, trails, and buildings were suffering 
the greatest increase in deteriorated condition as a result of staffing 
shortages. 

Some park unit managers have taken action to mediate the declining 
level of maintenance staffing by encouraging volunteer groups to help 
address the growing amount of deferred maintenance. At Everglades 
National Park, for example, we were told that volunteers and prison 
inmates have been used to clear brush from trails and to pick up trash. 
According to the maintenance managers, these groups have helped the 
park accomplish maintenance that might not have been performed 
otherwise. 
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l Profile of the NPS road system: 

l Nearly 8,000 miles of road. 
l Seventy percent of the roads in 3 regions and more than 50 percent in 

just 15 parks. 

l Fifty percent of roads rated in poor condition by FHWA. 
l Fifty-eight percent of park unit managers reported a decline in the over- 

all condition of the road system since 1982; FHWA studies agree. 
l Funding not adequate to prevent further decline in condition. 
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Profile of the NPS 
Road System 

The lyps road system encompasses roads, bridges, and tunnels. In addi- 
tion to the 1,367 bridges and 60 tunnels in the 337 park units, 240 have 
roads-totaling 7,975 miles- that are maintained by NPS. These miles of 
roadway serve a variety of purposes. In many cases they are vital not 
only to conducting park operations but also to providing visitors with a 
full appreciation of the park unit’s assets. For some roads, the main visi- 
tor experience is to drive along the roadway, enjoying the scenery. In 
other park units, the roads transport visitors to scenic, scientific, recrea- 
tional, or cultural points of interests, such as overlooks, campgrounds, 
and monuments. The remaining 97 park units either do not have roads 
or their roads are maintained by the state, county, or city or another 
federal agency. 

Both park road purpose and mileage vary from park to park. Some 
parks have less than 1 mile of road surface while others have hundreds 
of miles. Just over 50 percent of KPS road mileage is concentrated in 15 
park units (see fig. 5.1). The Blue Ridge Parkway, with 526 miles, and 
the Natchez Trace Parkway, with 428 miles, are the two largest. The 
remaining 13 are, for the most part, large park units that have an exten- 
sive number of miles for providing visitors access into and within the 
park. Yellowstone, for example, with 423 miles of roadway, is one of 
these. 

Table 5.1: Fifty Percent of NPS Roads 
Are in Just 15 Parks Park Region Number of miles 

Blue Ridge Parkway 
Natchez Trace Parkwav 

Southeastern 526 
Southeastern 428 

Yellowstone Rocky Mountarn 423 
Death Valley 
Big Bend 
Glen Canyon 

Western 377 
Southwestern 309 
Rockv Mountain 245 

Lake Mead Western 244 
Canyonlands 
Shenandoah 
Great Smoky Mountarns 
Grand Teton 

Rocky Mountain 241 
Mrd-Atlantic 220 
Southeastern 216 
Rocks Mountain 196 

Yosemite 
Grand Canyon 
Glacrer 
Joshua Tree 

Western 1W 
Western 178 
Rocky Mountain 169 
Western 158 

Total 4,117 
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Road mileage also varies between NH regions. Just over 70 percent of 
the roadway mileage are located in the Rocky Mountain, Western, and 
Southeastern regions (see fig. 5.1). The Rocky Mountain region has the 
most roadway miles with 2,032, the Western region has 1,949, and the 
Southeast region has 1,630. The remaining seven regions have a total of 
2,364 miles with the Alaska region having the smallest number of miles 
(127). 

Figure 5.1: Seventy Percent of NPS 
Roads Are in Three Regions 

All Other Regions 

Rocky Mountain 

Western 

Southeast 

NPS Road Conditions The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 established the Fed- 

Have Declined 
era1 Lands Highway Program for the construction and rehabilitation of 
federal agency roads, including park roads and parkways. In accordance 
with that program, NPS has a mandate to construct, operate, and main- 
tain park roads to safe and acceptable standards. Consistent with its 
mandate, the NB has initiated a multiyear program for addressing the 
needs of its park roadway system. Under a mutual agreement between 
FHWA and NPS, FHWA is responsible for assessing the condition of NPS , 
roads, bridges, and tunnels, as well as maintaining and updating inven- 
tories of them. 

FHWA compiled an initial assessment of park road, bridge, and tunnel 
conditions between 1978 and 1981. During this period, FHWA engineers 
physically inspected all of the structures. They recorded and measured 
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roadway distances, developed a photolog of roadway sections, and eval- 
uated roadway, bridge, and tunnel surfaces, bases, and safety features 
against condition standards. FHWA issued the findings of this inspection 
in 1981. FHWA conducted another inspection of Park Service roads, 
bridges, and tunnels between 1983 and 1986 and issued an updated 
draft report in 1987. 

A comparison of the two FHWA reports indicates that the overall condi- 
tion of the NE roadway system has deteriorated since 1981 (see fig. 5.2). 
Specifically, the 1987 report states that the current overall combined 
rating of NPS’ nearly 8,000 miles of paved and unpaved roadway is 50 
percent poor, 29 percent fair, and 21 percent good, whereas in 1981 

’ road condition was 44 percent poor, 31 percent fair, and 25 percent 
good. 

Figure 5.2: FHWA Studies Show a 
Decline in NPS Road Condition From 
1981-87 50 Percent of Total Roads 

40 

GOOd Fair Poor 

Condition of Roads 

1981 

1987 

Survey 

Survey 

Repon 

Report 

The responses we received from our questionnaire support the FHWA 

study results. We asked the park unit managers whether they thought 
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the overall condition of their roads had deteriorated, remained the same, 
or improved since the beginning of fiscal year 1982. Slightly over half 
(58 percent) of the park unit managers responding who had roads 
reported that road conditions had declined (see fig. 5.3). Only 18 percent 
said road conditions were unchanged, and 24 percent said they had 
improved. 

Figure 5.3: Fifty-Eight Percent of Park 
Unit Managers Reported a Decline in 
Road Condition Since 1982 
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Road Condition Improved 

Road Condition Unchanged 

L Road Condition Deteriorated 

The condition of bridges and tunnels, on the other hand, has improved 
since 1981. In 1987, 104 fewer structures were rated by FHWA as criti- 
cally deficient and requiring replacement or reduced load limits than in 
its 1981 study. Still, 117, or roughly 8 percent, of the 1,427 bridge and 
tunnel structures in the NPS inventory were classified as deficient. 
According to FHWA data, 99 of these structures require more frequent 
inspections but pose no immediate danger if restricted use is adhered to. 

Road Funding 
Reported as 
Inadequate 

Parks receive two primary sources of funding to maintain and repair 
roads within their parks. The NPS park base and cyclic budgets provide : 
for day-to-day maintenance and minor repair of roads (such as cleaning 
roadside ditches, culverts, and drainages; removing snow; and patching 
potholes) and for larger periodic road projects (beyond the scope of rou- 
tine road maintenance). Larger reconstruction and repair projects, 
which generally require extensive preplanning efforts and several years 
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to accomplish, are funded through the Federal Lands Highway Program, 
a program administered by FHWA.’ 

Over half of the park managers responding reported that the current 
level of maintenance funding from NPS budget sources is not sufficient 
for improving the condition of park roads. Specifically, we asked park 
managers whether the amount of maintenance their park had been able 
to perform under fiscal year 1987 funding had enabled their park to 
improve or maintain the condition of its roads or had allowed roads to 
deteriorate. Of those park unit managers responding to this question 
that had roads, 58 percent reported that the amount of maintenance 
that they were able to perform under fiscal year 1987 funding had 
allowed deteriorating road conditions. Twenty-nine percent of park 
managers reported that they had been able to maintain current road 
conditions. Only 13 percent reported road conditions had improved, 
given current funding levels. 

In addition to NPS base and cyclic budgets, other funds are authorized by 
the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (P. L. 97-424), which 
established the Federal Lands Highways Program. This program pro- 
vides an annual reconstruction and construction road budget for the sps. 
Between fiscal years 1983 and 1986, $375 million, or approximately $75 
million per year, was appropriated for reconstruction and construction 
of NPS roads. In fiscal year 1987, the Congress extended the Federal 
Lands Highway Program and authorized an NPS budget of $60 million 
per year for the next 5 years. 

Even though $375 million was committed to lips road projects between 
1983 and 1986, according to FHWA, park road conditions declined during 
that time with approximately 570 more miles of road being added to the 
list of roads in the poorest condition. FHWA estimates that the current 
backlog of road, bridge, and tunnel needs are $1.7 billion and that at the 
current level of funding-$60 million per year for 5 years-continued 
road deterioration can be expected. Specifically, FHWA estimates that at 
$60 million annually, it would take 33 years to complete the current $1.7 
billion backlog needs for the entire park road system. At this rate, 
because roads have an expected pavement life of 15 to 20 years, the ‘, 

‘The Federal Lands Highway Program also includes funding for new road construction. While neither 
the larger reconstruction/repair projects nor new road construction projects are “maintenance” activ- 
ities, per se, they have a great impact on the overall condition of the road system. Consequently, as 
agreed with the requester’s office. we included funding for these projects in our assessment of fund- 
ing adequacy for NPS roadways. 
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FHWA estimates that a complete new cycle of rehabilitation and recon- 
struction will be needed midway through this period. Thus, in 20 years, 
major repair work would be needed on roads improved during this cycle 
while, at the same time, at least one-third of the projects currently rep- 
resented in the original $1.7 billion backlog would still be backlogged. 

Roads Are Most park managers responding to our questionnaire-almost three- 

Deteriorating Because 
fourths-anticipated having to defer road maintenance work based on 
their fiscal year 1987 funding level (see fig. 5.4). Thirty percent 

of Insufficient reported that they would have to defer between 41 and 100 percent of 

Funding needed maintenance work. About 17 percent reported that they would 
have to defer between 21 and 40 percent, and 27 percent reported that 
they would have to defer from 1 to 20 percent of needed road mainte- 
nance work. The remaining 26 percent reported that all maintenance 
work could be performed at the fiscal 1987 funding level. 

Figure 5.4: Seventy-Four Percent of Park 
Unit Managers Repotted Road 
Maintenance Deferrals Because of 
Funding Shortfalls 

All Needed Maintenance Done 

41-l 00% of Needed Maintenance 
Deferred 

21-40% of Needed Maintenance 
Deferred 

l-20% of Needed Maintenance Deferred 

Moreover, some park managers reported that they have had to curtail 
road activity because of deteriorating road conditions. Specifically, 21 
park managers reported that they have had to impose load limits; 37 
said that they have restricted traffic; and 19 reported that the deterio- 
rating road conditions have caused them to close some of their roads. 
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Site Visits Document 
Road Deterioration 

We observed road deterioration during our visits to selected park units. 
Deterioration ranged from minor, such as road shoulder mowing, to 
major, such as cracks and holes in the road surface. Figures 5.5 to 5.12 
illustrate the types of deterioration we observed. 

As figure 5.5 illustrates, the road surface leading to Mariposa Grove at 
Yosemite National Park has many patched sections to cover cracks and 
holes. However, as shown, the patch work is uneven and does not cover 
all the cracks in the roadway. According to a park maintenance official, 
funding to adequately perform the periodic maintenance necessary to 
prolong the useful life of road surfaces has not been available. More 
often, road maintenance is limited to patching the worst roads to pro- 
vide visitors with a safer access to popular attractions. According to this 
park official, this roadway section is in better condition than some of 
the campground and secondary roads that park visitors use. 
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Figure 5.5: Example of Road Surface 
Deferred Maintenance at Yosemite 
National Park, California 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the conditions along the side of the same roadway. 
As shown, brush and trees are encroaching on the roadway. As a result, 
vegetation and tree roots growing under the road surface are causing 
damage to the edge of the roadway. In addition, tree limbs overhanging 
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the roadway impair motorists’ line of sight vision, especially on curves. 
Combined, these conditions cause unsafe driving conditions. According 
to a park maintenance official, they have been requesting cyclic money 
for roadside brush removal for 6 or 7 years. Over this period, funding 
has not been received, and no brush removal has been performed. 
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Figure 5.6: Example of Roadside 
Maintenance at Yosemite National Park, 
California 

Figure 5.7 is another illustration of deteriorated road condition caused 
by deferred maintenance. Figure 5.7 shows a stretch of road near the 
Norris Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, that has severe crack- 
ing and some material breakdown across the entire surface. Surface 
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material deterioration is clearly visible along the edge of the roadway. 
Overall, this section of road provides a very rough and uneven ride for 
park visitors. 
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Figure 5.8 illustrates another example of deferred road maintenance in 
Yellowstone National Park. A crack, approximately 6 to 8 inches wide 
and about 3 to 5 inches deep, runs for several hundred yards down the 
middle of the northbound lane. Because of other road maintenance pri- 
orities, road crews have not repaired this surface. 
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Figure 5.6: Cracks in Road Surface at 
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming 

Figure 5.9 shows a raised wave of asphalt in the center of a Yellowstone 
National Park road. We were advised by park managers that the wave is 
caused by the pressure of vehicles passing over soft road base material. 
Further, according to a park manager, these waves are not uncommon 
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and are sometimes high enough to scrape the undercarriage of passing 
vehicles. 

Figure 5.9: Raised Wave of Asphalt in the 
Center of a Yellowstone National Park 
Road, Wyoming 

Deferred maintenance is not the sole cause of road deterioration. Most of 
Yellowstone’s roads, according to park management, have not received 
the proper structural base buildup to support the heavier vehicles that 
currently travel in the parks. According to FHWA and park officials, 
many of the road miles classified as in poor condition can be attributed 
to this deteriorating base structure. However, regardless of the underly- 
‘ng cause, some maintenance is needed to keep the roads from rapidly 
deteriorating. We were told by park officials that maintenance funding 
was not adequate for them to periodically seal cracks or place an over- 
lay of asphalt on worn surfaces to help extend the useful life of the c 
road. According to these officials, road crews have been reduced at Yel- 
lowstone over the past 10 years because of budget reductions, while at 
the same time roads have been deteriorating. As a result, some roads are 
in extremely poor condition, and according to the park safety officer, 
some present unsafe driving conditions to park visitors. 
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Road surface and base structure conditions are not the only problem 
with roadways in Yellowstone. The park budget and reduced staffing 
levels have also made it difficult to attend to road shoulder, ditch, and 
other roadside maintenance. Figure 5.10 is an example of the condition 
of many of the drainage ditches in Yellowstone. As shown, ditches are 
filled with vegetation and small trees that block drainage flow. Accord- 
ing to park maintenance personnel, ditch clearing has not been per- 
formed on a regular basis for the last 10 years because of reduced 
budget and staff. Clogged ditches result in pooling of water along the 
shoulder area that can cause the shoulder area to become soft or erode 
and can allow the base material under the road surface to become satu- 
rated, causing structural degradation. 

Figure 5.10: Example of the Condition of 
Drainage Ditches at Yellowstone National 
Park, Wyoming 

An example of the roadway shoulder conditions along the section of 
roadway from Grant to the South entrance of Yellowstone National Park 
is shown in figure 5.11. The roadway, which was repaired 3 years ago, 
has severe drop-offs at the pavement edge, caused by erosion of the 
shoulder material. As a result, motorists driving near the roadway edge 
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are in danger of driving off the roadway and losing control of their vehi- 
cles. In addition, figure 5.11 shows the scars in the roadway made by 
the axles of vehicles that have gone off the side of the roadway. Accord- 
ing to park officials, limited funding has made it virtually impossible to 
purchase adequate road material, obtain proper equipment, or fund the 
staff needed to properly maintain the shoulders, 

Figure 5.11: Example of Roadway 
Shoulder Conditions in Yellowstone 
National Park, Wyoming 

Figure 5.12 shows the parking lot at the Boat Bay Campground in the 
Lake District of Yellowstone National Park. Logs were placed along the 
campground parking lot to direct traffic and to prevent vehicles from 
running off the roadway. As shown, the logs are covered by vegetation 
and cannot easily be seen. According to park officials, because they lack 
adequate maintenance staff, they are not performing any roadside mow- :, 
ing or shoulder clearing. As a result of deferring roadside cleanup at this 
parking lot, motorists are damaging their cars by either running into or 
over the logs. 
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Figure 5.12: Parking Lot at the Boat Bay --_.-. ‘. 7 -5:: 
Campground, Yellowstone National Park, I ; 1 ,’ ,:,* ‘r’ 

Wyoming _: 
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l The Congress mandated the implementation of an NPS servicewide main- 
tenance management system following a GAO recommendation to do so. 

l Important elements of a maintenance management system are 

l workload inventory of assets, 
. maintenance tasks, 
. work standards, 
l work program and performance budget, 
l work schedules, 
. work orders, and 
l reports. 

l Since the Maintenance Management System (MMS) is just now being 
implemented, it is too early to assess its ability to identify, report, and 
address xfi maintenance needs. 

. Park managers from other park systems with similar maintenance man- 
agement programs cite beneficial results. 
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An NPS Maintenance 
Management System 

Maintenance Management System (GAO/RCED&I-107, June 1, 1984) in 
which we recommended that NPS design, test, and implement a mainte- 

Was Mandated by the nance management system and provide appropriate policy, guidance, 

Congress and personnel training. This recommendation was based on our finding 
that NPS did not have a systematic servicewide approach for planning, 
organizing, directing, and reb-iewing its maintenance activities and, 
therefore, could not ensure that its assets received needed upkeep and 
that park maintenance activities were efficient. Following this report, 
the Congress mandated implementation of a servicewide system for 
managing YIPS maintenance (P. L. 98-540). 

In June 1986 a contract was awarded to an engineering firm to design 
and implement a servicewide maintenance management system. 
Between July 1986 and April 1987, NPS worked closely with the contrac- 
tor to develop a system specifically adapted to meet the needs of the 
NPS. As such, the intent of the system was and is to provide all park 
areas with a consistent approach to maintenance management regard- 
less of park area size or work responsibilities. 

Installation and implementation of NPS' MMS began in July 1987 and by 
the end of September 1987 the system had been installed, but not fully 
implemented, in about 75 park units. NPS estimates that full implementa- 
tion will be completed by December 1989. 

Important Elements of In our 1984 report, we stated that a maintenance management system 

a Maintenance 
should include seven key elements that are needed to help provide park 
managers with the necessary information and tools to plan, organize, 

Management System direct, and review maintenance activities. These elements are described 
in table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Maintenance 
Management System Key Elements 

Management 
principles 
Planning and 

organizing 

Directing 

Revrewing 

Maintenance 
management 
system 
elements Description of elements 
Workload Detailed information that quantrfies, for all assets 

inventory of (buildings, roads, utility systems grounds, etc.) that 
assets must be maintained, the characteristics affecting the 

type of maintenance work performed. For example, 
square feet of interior painted wall, feet of 12” storm 
drain, or miles of paved road. 

Maintenance A set of tasks that describe the maintenance work in 
tasks the park. 

Work standards Frequency of maintenance; measurable quality 
standard to which assets should be maintained; 
methods for accomplishing work; required labor, 
equipment, and material resources and expected 
worker production for each maintenance task. 

Work program Annual work plan identifying maintenance needs 
and (calculated by using inventory, tasks, and standards) 
performance and financial resources to be devoted to each 
budget maintenance task. 

Work schedules A plan that identrfies and priontizes tasks to be 
done in a specific time period (generally biweekly) 
and specifies required labor resources. 

Work orders Specific job authorization and record of work 
accomplished. They can be used to record actual 
labor and material costs. 

Reports Reports and special analyses that compare planned 
versus actual accomplishments and costs. They are 
used to evaluate maintenance operations. 

On the basis of our review of NPS' MMS documentation and discussions 
with NPS officials, it appears that the system design includes each of 
these elements. With respect to work planning, for example, the MMS 
design provides park managers a means to prepare a park maintenance 
program. This planning process requires park managers to define work 
activities to be performed, inventory and evaluate the condition of park 
physical features, determine the amount of work required to meet main- 
tenance objectives, and estimate resources and materials required for 
each activity. Armed with this information, park managers can prepare 
work programs and budgets that summarize the type and amount of 
work desired, as well as planned. I 

Second, the MMS work-organizing procedures provide ways for park 
managers to distribute the maintenance workload to fit seasonal needs 
and resource availability. Specifically, this process requires park mana- 
gers to prepare work calendars and define labor, equipment, and materi- 
als required to accomplish the annual and monthly plans. These tools 
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should help park managers to develop strategies for staffing needs, dis- 
tribute workload evenly over the seasons, and estimate resource 
requirements. 

Third, the MMS work-directing function provides park managers with a 
means for developing work schedules and assignments for park mainte- 
nance staff. This process includes identifying and documenting work 
needs, preparing short-term work schedules, and assigning work to the 
maintenance staff. These procedures should, if implemented properly, 
assist park managers and supervisors to organize and use their assigned 
resources in the best way to accomplish work program objectives. 

Finally, the MMS work-controlling function provides procedures for col- 
lecting and reporting work progress data, and evaluating work perform- 
ance and program cost. Report data generated in this function can be 
used by park managers and supervisors to analyze and evaluate mainte- 
nance work efforts in their respective park areas and to update or mod- 
ify the current or future program plans. 

Since MMS Is Just 
Now Eking 
Implemented, It Is Too 
Early to Assess Its 
Effectiveness 

As pointed out previously, MMS has been installed in 75 parks, but it is 
not fully operational in any. As a result, we could not assess whether 
the system will accomplish its objectives. However, on the basis of its 
current design MMS should enable park managers to better plan, organ- 
ize, direct, and review needed maintenance work. 

As noted, MMS will permit park managers to develop a work program 
and budget that specifies the type of work and the total estimated cost 
of maintaining their asset inventory at a desired level. Assuming that all 
parks follow this approach, NPS should be able to document and report 
total annual funding needed to maintain park assets. Parks will also be 
able to use the system to identify and report work that cannot be con- 
ducted if adequate funding is not received and adjust maintenance work 
activity to meet budgetary limits or unexpected changes in resource 
availability. 

Comments from park officials at two sites we visited where MMS is cur- ’ 
rently being installed support the idea that MMS will enable the park 
units to better plan, organize, direct, and review needed maintenance 
work. They are generally optimistic that the system will work. However, 
officials at both parks were concerned that the system will not ensure 
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adequate maintenance funding, leaving the parks to face the same situa- 
tion that they currently face, that is, having to defer maintenance and 
allowing assets to deteriorate in times of funding shortages. 

These park officials also expressed some concern about the adequacy of 
current maintenance staffing to adequately provide support for the 
implementation and operation of MMS. As pointed out in our 1984 report, 
such a system needs adequate personnel, funding, and training to ensure 
successful implementation and operation. However, the limited experi- 
ence with the system is not sufficient for us to assess personnel, fund- 
ing, and training adequacy. 

Other Park Systems In 1984, we visited three park organizations that had implemented a 

With Similar Systems 
maintenance management system and had reported substantial bene- 
fits-parks Canada, Tampa Parks Department, and the Seattle Depart- 

Cite Beneficial Results ment of Parks and Recreation, 

During this review, we interviewed officials from these organizations to 
discuss the benefits that each system has achieved. All three park orga- 
nizations reported that their maintenance management systems have 
provided park managers with the tools to achieve maintenance program 
objectives more efficiently and effectively. 

For example, Parks Canada officials at the headquarters, regional, and 
park level praised the system and listed benefits that include establish- 
ing a proper and consistent basis for budgeting and identifying resource 
needs, reducing emergency maintenance calls (due to a systematic pre- 
ventative maintenance program), reducing maintenance staff idle time 
by providing biweekly work plan schedules, and providing a means for 
comparing actual accomplishments against planned work. These 
reported benefits have not, however, been quantified. 

According to a Parks Canada regional official, one of the biggest benefits 
of the system is that it has helped to identify and document staffing 
shortfalls in the park system. In 1983, faced with proposed budget staff 
reductions, Parks Canada’s maintenance budget was increased by 85 ’ 
staff based on the strength of maintenance system documentation. In 
the current budget consideration for 1989, park officials have once 
again been given the opportunity to petition for staff increases based on 
identified need. 
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Similarly, a responsible Tampa Parks Department official told us that 
their maintenance management system has also provided numerous ben- 
efits and improvements in park operations. The department’s manage- 
ment analyst said that the primary benefits include providing a means 
for identifying all assets that need maintenance, balancing the mainte- 
nance workload, developing detailed work plans for foremen and park 
laborers to use in scheduling work, and developing reports to measure 
progress against the plan. 

While the Tampa Parks Department has not attempted to formally 
quantify some of the benefits derived from the system, park officials 
told us that the system has helped improve productivity and efficiency 
of operations. Since 1982, the first year of the department’s mainte- 
nance management system, its maintenance positions have declined 
from 321 to 275 because of several years of budget cuts. However, 
according to park officials, these cuts have not had a significant nega- 
tive impact on maintenance operations. The reason, they said, is because 
of increased efficiencies resulting from the system. Specifically, detailed 
work schedules generated by the system have helped them to develop 
more efficient plans for accomplishing maintenance work. Guided by the 
schedules, some park tasks are now performed equally well, if not better 
than before-with only 60 percent of the original crew. 

At the Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation, officials reported 
that a major benefit of their maintenance management system has been 
its ability to generate and document total maintenance funding needs for 
the budget process. Other benefits cited include a reduction in the 
number of system breakdowns due to a preventative maintenance pro- 
gram, better scheduling and planning of maintenance work, and the abil- 
ity to evaluate maintenance operations and use that information to 
improve maintenance efficiency. 
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GAO Observations 

l Extensive funding shortfalls may be leading to the need for another 
major influx of money to repair deteriorated assets. 

l Without adequate funding, some assets may be lost permanently. 
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Observations Maintenance of NPS assets is not a simple issue-the assets are diverse, 
the needs great, and the dollars to maintain these assets scarce. Further, 
concerns about and efforts toward maintaining park assets are not new. 
Within NPS, for example, at least three major influxes of money, in addi- 
tion to the regular maintenance dollars, have occurred to address park 
maintenance deficiencies during the last 35 years.’ The Park Restoration 
and Improvement Program (PRIP), the most recent of these special pro- 
grams, was a $l.l-billion effort from 1982 through 1985, whose purpose 
was to remedy the continuing deterioration of visitor-use facilities 
within the park system and to strengthen NPS’ maintenance and resource 
management programs. Following PRIP, the Director of NPS testified 
before the Congress that the program had been successful in reducing 
the backlog of critical health and safety-related maintenance deficien- 
cies. Money for this program ended, however, and another “special 
emphasis” maintenance program has not been approved since that time. 

The question that arises is “Will there be a need for another PRIP-type 
program?” While we do not know with certainty what the answer is, it 
appears that the extensive shortfalls in maintenance funding may be 
leading to the need for another major influx of money to repair deterio- 
rated assets and to address maintenance deferrals in the not too distant 
future. As noted earlier, most park unit managers reported a shortfall in 
annual funds to support identified maintenance needs. Without ade- 
quate maintenance funds, parks have been forced to defer mainte- 
nance- a fact confirmed during our site visits to selected park units. 
This choice contributes to inadequate levels of maintenance, results in 
the deterioration of park assets, and adds to the growing backlog of 
deferred maintenance projects. 

If park conditions are to be prevented from returning to the conditions 
that led to PRIP, then the maintenance funding shortfall will have to be 
narrowed. We recognize, however, that no simple solution exists for the 
problem of ensuring maintenance funding adequacy. One way to narrow 
the maintenance funding shortfall is through increased funding-an 
option that may not be feasible given the current budget constraints 
being faced governmentwide. Alternative sources of funding, such as I 
donations and user fees, and the use of volunteers and cooperative ” 
agreements may also be options for narrowing the maintenance funding 
shortfall. However, we are aware that the feasibility and practicality of 

‘“Mission 66,” a 1956-66 program to upgrade park visitor centers and employee housing; the Bicen- 
tennial Program, a special program to improve facilities at several parks designated for public cele- 
bration during the 1976 Bicentennial year; and the Park Restoration and Improvement Program, a 
program conducted from 1982-85 to remedy park asset deterioration. 
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using these options have limits. For example, laws currently limit the 
use of user fees in certain park units and, in remote parks, the use of 
volunteer forces may not be feasible. 

MMS, through increased maintenance resource efficiency and effective- 
ness, should also help to narrow the shortfall. More importantly, it 
should provide managers with a better tool to use in assigning current 
NPS priorities to maintenance activities. For example, using information 
generated from MM& park unit managers should be able to more quickly 
identify health and safety-related maintenance-a high priority-and 
ensure that the essential work needed to eliminate the health and safety 
threat is performed. The effective use of this maintenance management 
tool becomes particularly crucial in times of budgetary constraints, 
when managers need to maximize the effective use of available 
resources. 

The extent to which MMS will mitigate the effects of funding shortfalls 
through increased efficiency and effectiveness will not be known until 
the system is fully implemented. Its impact, however, will probably be 
limited since the funding shortfall is so much greater than available 
funding-a $2.2-billion reported need in fiscal year 1987 as compared to 
available funding of $308 million. 

Difficult as these problems may be, until a solution is reached ser- 
vicewide, then the backlog of deferred maintenance projects will more 
than likely continue to grow and assets will continue to deteriorate. At 
risk, however, as pointed out by some park unit managers, is that 
because of advanced, continuing deterioration, some of these assets may 
be lost permanently. 
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337 Park Units 

U.S. General Accounting Office 

Abe 0.~. General Accounting Office, l I’I agency that assists Congress in 
reviewing frdaral progrus, is conducting a review of the maintenmce needs 
of the national parks. The purpose of thiJ review is to examine the finding 
of park maintenance and its impact on park owrationr aad safety. TO ensure 
that our data is as complete as possiblJ, we are asking each park to report 
current maintenance funding and describe the imPJOt of deferred maintenance. 

If you are rJJpon5iblJ for maintenance at more than one park you uill 
reoeive more than one copy of the questionnaire. Only CompletJ more than OnJ 
questionnaire if you receive and manage a separate maintenance budget for 
each park. 

PleMe Complete this survey an” xturn it within 10 dayJ Of receipt, if 
POJJibh, UJiw the eflClOJed busine reply rnvelope. If you have any 
qUOJtlOnJ COnCerning this JurveY, PleJJO COntaCt Starling Lolbenguth or g~vj~, 
Perkins at RS 399-5356 or cmmercial (206W12-5356. If the return rovelope 
is ~JJ~IU or misplaced please rJturn the quostlonnaire to: 

U.S. Oeneral Accounting Office 
Attn. Sterling Leiberauth, Roao U&76 
UUl C St., N.U. 
Uashington, D.C. 205’d 

Thank you for your aJsiJtmce. 

Mailing address: (please make any necessary correctiocs) 
ID (l-3) 
CD1 (k) 

(attach copy of mailing label here) 267 QUESTIONNAIRES 
RETURNED 

Person completicg survey: Park Super-intendent: 

Name : Name : 

TLt.1.: 

Telephone numkr: 
(Area code) 

Telephone nmber: 
(Area code) 

Today’8 Date: / / 
Ho. Cay Vr. 

Please list all park units that are covered by your answers. 
(51 

1. 

2. 

3. 

u. 

315 PARK UNITS 
REPRESENTED 

5. 

1 
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1. all parka have a certain amount of identified maintenance needs that should 
be mt to pintoin park aaaeta in atiafactory condition. Remrdleaa of hov 
much your regional office may say is available to your park or may sey you 
par% should ask for, please tell us what you belleve is the total value of 
maintenance needs your pork haa identified for each of the fo.lloving budpt 
categories for fY 1987. (Round dollar amounta to the nearest thouand) 

Budget 
C*tegory 

&se maintenance 

Cyclic 
(including regular cyclic, 
cultural cyclic, and repair/ 
rehabilitation) 

Value of Identified 
Maintenance Needed 

$ 214,301 000 (6-J 1) mestions l and 2 
are totals for 

) 164,170*000 (12-17) all park units 
respondi- 

Other (apcify) $ 99,974,noo (18-23) 

2. For each of the following maintenance categories, please enter the 
appropriate dollar values in the table below. Enter the amount of 
maintenance funding your park reaueated from the region for FY 1987 and the. 
amount your park received for maintenance activities in your park ia fiscal 
year 1987. (Round dollar amounts to neareat thousand. Enter 0 if none.) 

Budget Amount Amount 
Category Requested Received 

Base maintenance 

Cyclic ~105,695,000(30,35) $38,903,000 (48-53) 
(Including regular cyclic, 
cultural cyclic, and repair/ 
rehabilitation) 

Other (specify) $46,608,000 (36-41) ~,'~=~JJOO (54-59) 

3. If the amount reauested for fiscal year 1987 was leas than the am 
identified, vhy, In your opinion, didn’t your park request funding for all 
maintenance needs? (Check all that apply) 

(60-65) 

1. [30] Did not have a sufficient inventory of needs to support additional 
requests 

2. 1441 Resubmitted :asc year’s request with few or no changes 

3. [114j Region suggested or matructed park to limit requests 

4. [IIT] Tailored request to our expected funding level 

5. [41 I Other (specify) 

6. [541 N/A: Requested identified needs 

2 
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4. For the following types of a33et3, how does your park currently identify and 
l etimte the va.lue of the maintenance needed to protect and preserve these 
ass&s? (Check one box for each asset.) 

(66-76) 

m  of Asset 

Roads 
(including I I 0 4 , 
bridge8 and : 

131 j 78 
I I 9 

tunnels) 22 29 0 
I 

: I 

Facilities /106\ j7 j0 ; 4 
8 I 

I41 I 0 0 2 
J 

A&inistrative 1 I I I , 
Areas i 

89 
j 

‘38 
; 

15 
j0 I 

3 
j 0 

14 , a 
I I t I 

Historic I I I I 4 
Structures j 

136 
j 

h2 
; I 0 

22 
j3 ; 

0 ; 32 1 I ; 3 
Trails/Pathways j f 

92 
) 

,,9 
: 

25 
j3 / 

4 :22 : 2 J 1 
Caapgrounds j 

45 
\hO j 

5 
i0 / I 

, I147 
I 

3 J / I 1 
Grounds j 

98 
/ 

137 
h I I 

,1 I 5 I6 , 4 
1 I c 

utility Syatws ; g7 \ !29 i 15 j0 j 4 819 I 3 
1 1 

Malntenmce I , 

Equipment ] 117 ; 130 ; 11 I 1 2 I3 I 3 
I I 

Housing I122 / 70 I a j0 j 7 (55 : 5 I I 
Other (specify) I 

; 13 ; '5 I 9 I0 I 0 123 I 297 

I 

3 
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5. In your opinion, about what percent, if any, 0 f needed maintenance work will 
you pork have to defer for each of the following assets based on your FY 
1987 funding level. (Check one hex for each asset) 

ID (t-3) 
CD2 (4) 
(S-15) 

Type of Asset None 

Percent Work Deferred 
N/A - 

no such 
asset 

l-201 21-401 111-601 61-001 81-1001 in prk No response 

I 1. I 2. I ; 4. ; , . 6. I 7. k 
Roads 1 I I I I I I 1 

(including I 60 I 64 I 39 j 24 : 21 : 26 ; 31 ! bridges and 1 , , I I I I 
turlnels) I ! I I I I I I , 

I I I I 1 I I I 1 1 
Public Use , I I I I I , I 1 I I 

Facilities I 60 I 104 : 56 : 22 : 13 , 3 I 6 I I 1 a J I I I 
Administrative ! , I I b I 

Areas i 75 
I , : 38 : 34 : 21 I 7 I 4 i 14 i I 1 1 L I I I 

Historic I I 1 I 0 

I 
Structures I 47 I 57 I 32 I 36 ! j 39 \ 21 I i 30 I J I I , I 

Trails/pathways I 53 ! t G? : 45 j 30 j 19 : 26 i 22 j 

Campgrounds i 23 
I 

1 44 1 22 112 3 , \ 5 : j 152 1 
1 I I 1 I I. 

Grounds I ’ 58 ’ 112 I 56 j 22 j 5 i 3 1 9 i 
I ! I I I I L 

Utility systems I 1 14 6 6 72 1, 106 \ 42 j \ ! j 17 \ 

8 I ' 5 ' 12 j 5 j 7 j 3 j II j 23 i 

2 

3 

3 

5 

201 

4 
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6. of al the maintenance your park will &&E in FY 1987, what Parcentage, if 
any, of the deferred maintenance wFl1 be for high priority needs7 gy high 
priority needs we mean maintenance needs that affect health and safety at 
your park. Please eater percent for each asset type below. Check N/A if’ 
you pat-k doea not contajn an asset llated. 

Percent 
Hish 

Priority 1. N/A 

Roads 

Public Use 
facilities 

Administrative 
Area8 

Hlstor ic 
StNCtUWS 

Trails/Pathways 

Caapgrounds 

Grouods 

utility systems 
Maintenance 

Equipment 

Housing 

Other (specify) 

(16-18) I 

(20-22) 9 

-I (24-26) 

(28-30) S 

1 (32-341 

5 (36-38) 

'1 ('IO-'821 

(44-16) 5 

I (48-50) 

(52-54) I 

,S (56-58) 

[ 1 (19) 

[ I (23) 

[ 1 (27) 

[ 1 (31) 

[ 1 (35) 

1 1 (39) 

[ 1 (43) 

[ 1 (47) 

[ I (51; 

[ I (55) 

[ 1 (59) 

Resmse to mestion 6: 

Nmbzr of Units Respndinq 

Park Asset NO deferrals SQW or all 
health and safetv health and safety 

Roads 146 121 
Public buildinus 144 123 
Mministrative 181 86 
Historic buildinqs 169 98 
Q-ails 125 142 
CdllCpOWKlS 208 59 
Park grounds 170 97 
Utility system 158 109 
Fmimnt 155 112 
Housing 172 95 

5 
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7. we are interested in how certain actions or events have affected your prrkvs 
maintenance workload. If the follouing events have occurred at your perk in 
fiscal years 19861987, please enter how much of an increase, if any, in your 
prk’s maintenance vorkload vaa caused by the following events? (Check one 
box for oath went) 

(60-68) 

Land acquisition 
(including 
exchanges I 

Now construction 

Increased visitor 
semices 

Longer visitor 
season 

Here visitors 

Increased 
regulatory 
requfr~onto 

Acquisition of 
aging 
facilities 

special 
celrbmtlona 

Other (spmzify) 

i 4 ; 4 d No Response 

: 48 j 18 j 18 
0 

; 9 jll 

0 1 I I 
J I I I c 

I I , I J I L 1 L 

5 

2 

2 

4 

3 

3 

4 

6 

171 

J 1 c 

6 
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8. If urmet maintenance needs have been Present at Your park in FY 1986-1987, 
how mOch of an increase, if any, in the number or frequency of the f&lowing 
problems have there umet needs caused? (Check one box for each problem) 

ID (l-3) CD3 (4) (5-16) 

Viritor 
complaints 

Delayed 
oponlngs 

visitor 
11 lnosaes 
or injuries 

Employee 
accidents 

Building 
detrrioration 

Road 
deterioration 

Trail 
deterior8tlon 

Campground 
deterioration 

Exhibit 
deterioration 

ClWUndS 

deterioration 

Housing 
deterioration 

Equipment 
deterioration 

Other 
(specify) 

, 
i L 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

201 

7 
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9. For each of the follouing budget categories , please enter the appropriate 
dollar values in the table belou. Enter the value of the total backlog of 
projects at your prk in FY 1987 and the mount of finding obli~ted for 
these projects in FY 1987 for your park. (Round dollar amounts to nearest 
thousand. Riter 0 if none.) 

Bud-t Amount of Amount 
Catenory gacklog OblimtrQ 

Construction (not including $ 6qa~418,000 (17-22) j 22,aq6,000 (41-46) m+Als for 
new construction) all park 

units 
Federal Lands Highway Program b 9q2y’J4 ,000 (23-28) $ 70,484,OOO (47-52) r-swdiq 

(not including new road- 
building) 

Lump Sum (Emergemy j L’3,5=.000 (29-34) j 4,472,000 (53-58) 
unscheduled) 

Other (specify) j 2O,O7q,OOO (35-40) j 1,797 ,000 (59-64) 

10. Of the total backlog identrfied in question 9, what percentage of the backltg 
was for high priority needs? By high priority needs WI wan noada that 
affect health and safety at your park. Please enter prant for eaoh aaaet 
type below. Check N/A if your park does not contaln an aart listed. IDc(l-3) 

cD4-(4) 
Percent 

Reswnse: Units Respxdinq 

Type of High No deferrals Saw or all 
&& Priority 1. N/A hiuh priority high priority 

Roads s (5-7) [ 1 (8) 173 94 

Public Use (9-l 1) ,s [ 1 02) 188 79 
Facilities 

Administrative I (13-15) [ ! (16) 222 45 
Areas 

Historic I (17-19) [ 1 (20) 204 63 
StNCtWW 

Trails/Pathways (21-23) I [ 1 (24) 205 62 

Campgrounds I (25-27) [ I (28) 239 28 

Grounds i ;29-31) [ 1 (32) 230 37 

Utility Systems (33-35) s [ 1 (36) 195 72 

Housing s (37-39) [ 1 (110) 214 53 

Other (specify) i (Ill-43) [ I (410 

8 
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I 

STAFFIJIG 

11. How 
for 

many needed, authorized, and funded YES does your parlc Currently have 
ita uintenenm staff and for its entire staff for each of the l0110~ing 

typo8 of rploy~es? 

ONPS Base Halntenanco FTF 

&plow0 status w Authorized Funded lbtals for all 
park units 

Full tim permanent 39963 3,231 3,165 (45-53) reswndinq 

Part time permanent 640 516 404 (54-62) 

Temporary/Seasonal 1,923 1,386 1,216 (63-71) 

ID (l-3) 
?gtal Park FQ CD5 (4) 

hplono status Needed Authorized M 

Full tim, permanent 8,162 7,453 7,504 (S-16) 

Part time permanent 1,000 915 806 (17-28) 

Temporary/Seasonal 3,680 2,941 3,108 (29-40) 

12. Haa the number of funded base maintenance FTEs at your park increased, 
decreased, or rmained the same since the beginnir.g of fiscal year 1982. If 
it has increased or decreased, please estimate percent change. 

1. [ 771 Increase (41) 36.3 Percent change (42-44) 

2. 0 091 Decrease 15.6 Percent change (45-47) 

3. [ 721 Remained the same 

I 91 NO response 

9 

1 
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13. In fiscal years 1982 - 1987, has the nuaber of funded base mainteMnce FTE at 
your Fark been more than adequate, adequte, Or less than adequate to wet 
all routine base maintenance needs? (Check appropriate box for each year) 

uuoh MUCh (“8-53) 
mcm More Less less 

Fiscal than than Ade- than than 
year adequate adequate qcvte adeqmte adequate No response 

0 I L 1. I 2. I 3 I 4. ; 5. L 
1982 I 2 I I I 8 t 

I I 4 ! 
qo' 

r 124 
J I 1 

: 33 : 14 
i 1. 1983 I I I I I 

t , I 6 ! 77 , 134 : 38 : 11 
J I I I 1984 I 

, 
I I I 

h 65 I 149 
, 8 I 

, 1 I 39 J 1 , , 7 
1985 I I I I 

8 o 
1 I 
I 5 5, I 148 I i 58 I L 5 

1986 I 
# B 

I 
, 

I 
I 46 

I 
I 137 

I I 0 
I 80 L 3 

1987 I o I p) I 5. I I 
1 # I I 130 ( 84 

0 
I I I 3 

14. Did your prk request finding for any additional base matitenance FPEs for FT 
19871 (Check one) 

(54) 
1. [lid Yes ----> SKIP TO QUESTION 16 

2. [1371 No 

3. [ 101 N/A: Number of FTEs adequate for FY 198; ----> SKIP TO QUESTION 16 
[ 21 No resoonse 

15. Why did your park not request mnding for any additional base maintenance 
FTEs for FY 1987? (Check all that apply) 

(55-58) 
1. [331 No authorized positions opn 

2. [ 791 We knew that no money was available for marntenanca FTES 

3. [ 481 Region sugpsted or instructed perks not Lc :ec.irst runds for 
maintenance .T:s 

4. [ 341 Other (Please specify) 

10 
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16. of the nmbr of base maintenance FlEs has not ken adequate any tine since 
the ~&miog of pf 1982, how much of an increase In the nmber or frwueocy 
d the ~olloulag problems has the shortfall caused? (Check one box for each) 

(59-71) ID (l-3) CD6 (4) 

Problem 

viritor 
aompl8ints 

,’ i i $ vi 4 
I I I I I , 
i 106 j 93 j 23 j 

No response 

illnrrrr 174 25 5 I 0 0 ' or in~uri.8 i i ! ; j 49 14 
I I I I 

Tr8il 8 I 1 1 I 

detrrior8tio~ I 37 : : 57 ; 68 ; 40 I 13 I 41 I !l 

1 I I. 

Cuvground 
I I 
\ \ 

dotrrior~tioon : 22 I 37 I 30 I 12 I 3 '1153 I 10 
I , , I 
I I I c 

Exhibit I I I 

GrOUtiS 

drtwiorrtion i 58 I 90 I 54 j 20 / 6 j 20 j 10 
i L 

Housing 
d8terior8tlon I 47 ~ 57 155 

, 
j24 j 4 j&A j 12 

, A 
Equipment I I 

detorior8tton I ?’ ; 82 I 59 ; 21 ; 1 ; 22 ; 11 
I I 
, c 

Other I 
(rpociry) i 4 I 8 1 '3 : 8 I 2 I 37 I 195 

11 
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17. Please list how much your park received for its fiscal year 1987 budget for 
road, bridge, and tunnel !MinteMnCe i0 the fOlloWiIIg Categories. (Round to 
nearest thousand dollars. Enter 0 if none.) 

)25,311,000 Park base maintenance (5-10) Totals for 
al1 mrk 

$ 6,922.OOO cyclic maintenance (Including regular (11-16) units 
cyclic, cultural cyclic, and repair/ responding 
rehabilitation) 

$ 3,663,OOO Other (Please specify) (17-22) 

18. How &es the anount Ulocated for maintaining prk road8 in fiscal yur 1987 
generUly compare to the average annual amount Uloc8ted duriag the period 
flscU years 1982 through 19861 Please include the effect of inflation in 

your figures. (Check one) 
(23) 

1. [ 161 Greatly increased 

2. [ 281 Slightly increased 

3. [821 About the same 

4. [3Q] Slightly decreased 

5. [Z] Greatly decreased 

6. [WI No basis to judge/Don’t know/Not applicable 
[ 71 No response 

12 
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19. ~8~ the mount or maintenance your prk has ken able to perform under FT 
1987 funding enabled your park to improve the Condition of Its roads, 
&id-s, sod tunnela; onrbled your mrk to mutain the condition of its 
roada, brldps, 8od tuMelS; or allowed for the deterioration in condition of 
it8 mad8, bridgea, rnd tunnels? (Check one box Cor each; it no roads, 
brug8, OT krmds in your pm-k check appropriate N/A box) 

(22-26) 

20. Wmt percent of roads, bridgea, and tunnels in your park would you currently 
oharrcterlxr a8 being in: 

good condition: requiring only routine preventative mrintrnanco; 
fair condition: requiring some rrhabilltation and repair as well as 

routlno maintomnce; 
poor condition: roqulring subrtmtial repair or reconstruction to restore 

to satisfactory condition? 

Enter a pwooat (or 0) in each box so the total equals 100s. If no roads, 
bridge, or tunnels in your park cheek appropriate !{/A box. 

Good Fair Poor 
1. N/A condition condition condition Totti 

Ro8ds I 35 I % I 36 ( 40 I I I 1 
, 4 24 I 

= 100% I (27-36) 
1 

J I. 
Bridges I ,49 I I I i I = 100% 

I I 55% : 33 I 13 I 
; (37-46) 

J I L 
Tunnels j 240 I I 1 46 1 I 30 

I I = 100s 1 (47-56) 
14 , 

13 
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21. since the beginning or FY 1982, hw the overall condition Of your park roads, 
bridges, and tunnels deteriorated, improved or remained the same? (check one 
box ror l ch row: ir no roads, brldpa, or tunnels in your park check ~- ___ 
appropriate N/A box) 

22. Since the beginning of FY 1986 has your park had to limit road, bride, or 
tunnel UM in any of the following ways due to deterioration in the physical 
condition reaultlng from insufficient maintenmco? (Cheek one box for l 8oh,= 
if no deterioration check N/A) 

(60-63) 

1. Yes 2. No 3. N/A No response 

Close roads I 22 ; 180 j55 / 10 1 L , c 
Restrict traffic I I I 

, b3 ’ 0 159 :58 I 7 
Impoae load limits I I I I 

! 25 I ’ 167 :6h : a J 
Other (Pleaso 1 I I 

speciry) I l! ( 18 i R7 
I 
1 151 

1 , 1 

14 
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r 

bhintenance HenageSGnt SW- 

23. Excluding the service-wide Maintenance Management System (MS), doea your 
mrk bavo a tornal system/program to manage maintenance activitfea? (Check 
on.) 

(64) 
1. [llq Yes 

2. [14fj No -----> SKIP TO QUESTION 25 

24. If so, describe the system below or attach a scmmary of its purpose and 
functions. 

(65) 

25. Has any Ml4S implementation training Started at your -i-k? (Check one) 

1. [I531 Yea (66) 

2. [111] No -----> SKIP TO PUKSTION 27 
[ 31 No response 

26. If yea, how would you generally describe the trair.lng? (Check one) 

1. (321 Excellent (67) 

2. [921 Good 

3. [29] Fair 

4. [ 1 I Poor 

[1131 No response 
27. If you have any further comments on any of the subjects in this questionnaire 

please add them here. 
(68) 

15 
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Comments From the Department of the Interior 

United States Department of the Interior 
NATiONAL PARK SERVICE 

P.O. BOX 37127 
WASHMGTON. D.C. 20013-7127 

F4215(610) 

Mr. James Duffus III 
Associate Director 
Resources, Ccimaunity and 

Economic Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20549 

Dear Mr. Duffus: 

We have reviewed the draft audit report, "Park Service Managers Report 
Shortfalls in Maintenance Funding" (GAO/RCED-88-41BR) and its findings and 
observations. Our coaanents follor. 

The extensive efforts of the General Accounting Office to directly survey park 
area managers throughout the National Park System to determine their reactions 
and perceptions is conmendable. The findings are generally consistent with the 
Service's own task force report of 1984 entitled "New Initiatives Following the 
Park Restoration and Improvement Program (PRIP)."' 

In that Report, a sunsnary statement prepared at the conclusion of the task 
force's review (p. 5) stated: "Data available to this task force from Servicewide 
systems indicate that even after PRIP a considerable backlog of needed repair 
and rehabilitation work will remain. The data also indicate that the overriding 
maintenance problem that led to this backlog has not been resolved. In short 
PRIP set into motion the correction of the life, health, and safety deficiencies 
of the National Park System, but the problems addressed by PRIP will persist and 
recur until maintenance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction are accomplished on 
a systematic basis." 

The GAO efforts to determine the maintenance situation based on individual park 
management reports has verified that the PRIP Task Force Report was essentially 
accurate and that the need has indeed persisted and-has perhaps grown more 
acute. 

The Service feels that, as identified by the GAO, the most economical method- 
ology to deal with maintenance is through a systematically planned, long term 
funded program of ongoing preventive maintenance. To provide the necessary 
planning and methodology for such a program, the Service has endorsed the con- 
cept of Maintenance Management and is proceeding at a reasonable pace to assure 
a successful implementation of a well designed management system for its main- 
tenance programs. 

I 
. 
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Nowon p.24. 

2 

As stated by the PRIP Task Force: 

"The overall theme of this task force report is that the large and 
diverse NPS infrastructure should drive program needs. Unfortunately, 
the requirements of the infrastructure are frequently underestimated." 

Both that report, and now this GAO report, have verified this concept. 

The Draft GAO report (p. 291 states that "The result of crisis-oriented main- 
tenance such as this is that parks react to maintenance problems rather than 
planning for and performing preventive maintenance." 

In addressing these concerns, NPS Maintenance Management will provide a direct. 
objectifiable tie-in between the needs of the infrastructure and yearly program 
requirements, as well as a means of optimizing annual productivity within 
available funding and staffing levels. Maintenance Management will also provide 
better identification and justification of long term preventive maintenance 
needs and provide park managers with the needed information to best address and 
prioritize those needs within available funding levels. 

It should be made clear, however, that Maintenance Management alone, no matter 
how much improvement in productivity is achieved, cannot compensate for the 
severe existing shortfall in maintenance funding and staffing. 

Sincerely, 

William Penn Mott, Jr. 
Director 
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Related GAO Reports 

National Park Service Needs a Maintenance Management System (GAO/ 
RCED-84-107, June 1, 1984). 

National Parks’ Health and Safety Problems Given Priority; Cost Esti- 
mates and Safety Management Could Be Improved (GAO/RCED-83-59, Apr. 
25, 1983). 

The National Park Service Has Improved Facilities at 12 Park Service 
Areas (GAO/RCED83-65, b?C. 17, 1982). 

Facilities in Many National Parks and Forests Do Not Meet Health and 
Safety Standards (~~~-80-115, Oct. 10, 1980). 
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Robert E.L. Allen, Jr., Group Director 
Doris E.L. Cannon, Assignment Manager 
Katherine Hale, Evaluator 

Development Division, 
Johnathan Bachman, Social Science Analyst 
Abby Spero, Writer/Editor 

Washington, D.C. Tanya L. Goforth, Information Processor 

Seattle Regional 
Office, Seattle, 
Washington 

Terry Saiki, Evaluator 
Kevin Perkins, Evaluator 
Stan Stenerson, Writer-Editor 
Mark Miller, Social Science Analyst 
Merna Grantham, Information Processor 
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Requests for copies of GAO publications should be sent to: 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Post office Box 6015 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

Telephone 202-275-6241 

The first five copies of each publication are free. Additional copies are 
$2.00 each. 

There is a 25% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single address. 

3. 
Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order m out to 
the Superintendent of Documents. z ; 
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